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"I love the transformative process of hairstyling." says 
hairstylist Jeremy Clark, a native to Los Angeles. "I believe in 
hairstyling as an art; a creative expression of the individual." 

 
Clark's inspiration for hair fashion started when he was a 
teenager in a rock band playing on the sunset strip cutting, 
coloring, and styling Mohawks and punk do's in his spare 
time. He perfected his technique working at upscale LA salons 
and the Marriott Hotel Spa in Napa, where he established the 
spa, hiring and training, and he had the opportunity to work 
with the Raiderette Cheerleaders. 

 
Excited by the ever-changing fickle whims of the fashion and 
beauty industries, Clark has had experience styling hair for 

fifteen years, working on music videos, editorials, fashion shows and red carpet events all 
over the world. He has worked with admired celebrities such as Dita Von Teese, Evan Rachel 
Wood, and Maria Bello, and also talented musicians such as Regina Spektor, Etta James, 
Lucinda Williams, Christina Aguilera, Paula Abdul and Rilo Kiley. Clark's work with esteemed 
photographers such as Guiliano Bekor, Jeff Vespa and Odette Sugerman, has been featured 
in W, French Elle, Details, Allure and Marie Claire. 

 
"I learned more about hair styling from the words of Bruce Lee, than I ever did in beauty 
school." says Clark. When creating red carpet hairstyles, Clark always remembers the Bruce 
Lee quote, "Simplicity is the key to brilliance." Clark has been featured in the LA Times 
fashion section and starred in a reality television episode of "How Do I Look?" on the Style 
Network. 

 
Clark loves the challenge of a model with "bad hair" or a "mousey look", and he enjoys 
achieving amazing looks by taking an individual and bringing out their inherent beauty and 
personality. 
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